INTERLINKED AND INTEGRATED RESEARCH SUPPORT SERVICES

Support & services

- Self-archiving
- Tools & systems
- Research Data Management

Guidance and interaction

- Keeping track that publications are OA
- Reminding researchers to send AAMs
- Recording publication metadata
- Depositing research outputs

Publication alerts

- Converis2-Jyx-tool
- CRIS (Converis)
- JYX (institutional repository)

DMP

- Rights and copyrights
- Data storage, sharing and privacy
- Publishing (metadata)
- Documentation

Visibility in national and international databases

Meeting the funders’ requirements

Implementing open and responsible science

Providing services for researchers

Interlinking and integration in four levels:
- Services with each other
- Services with tools and systems
- Tools and systems with each other
- All the above with researchers and research process